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79. On a Metric Characterizing Dimension

By Jun-iti NAGATA
Osaka City University and University of Washington

(Comm. by K. KUNUGI, M.J.A., June 13, 1960)

As well known, a separable metric space has dimensionn if and
only if it admits a topology-preserving metric such that almost all of
the spherical nbds (-neighborhoods) of any point have boundaries of
dimensionn-- 1 [1, 2J. To extend this theorem to a non-separable
metric space and its covering dimension, we must face two problems.
The first of them is how to modify the above condition of metric to
fit it for the non-separable case, because in that case, we can not
regard this condition as a sufficient condition for n-dimensionality so
far as the well-known conjecture, dim R=ind dim R, has not yet been
solved. The second is how to manage the proof in a non-separable metric
space R without a measure, because, although the above theorem was
originally proved by virtue of Szpilrajn’s theorem on the so-called p-
dimensional measure and dimension [3J, the measure does not work
at all in a general metric space.

After all we can insist the following theorem for a general metric
space R and the covering dimension of R.

Theorem. A metric space R has dimensionn if and only if
it admits a topology-preserving metric such that the spherical nbds
S+/-(p), i-1, 2,... of any point p have boundaries of dimensionn-1
and such that {S(p)IpeR} is closure preserving for every i.

Remark. We denote by S(p) the spherical nbd of p with a radius, i,e. S(p)-- {alP(P, q) < s}. We call a collection {St I’e F} of subsets

closure preserving’ if St- Sr for any subset A of F. The metric

in this theorem is a particular one; the metrics of Euclidean spaces,
for instance, do not satisfy the second condition. To replace SI(p),

2i

i=1, 2,... in this theorem by more spherical nbds will be another
interesting problem.

Proof. Sufficiency: First, let us note that {BS(p)IpeA} is

closure preserving and B[{S__(p)]peA}{BS_(p)]peA} for every

subset A of R, for {S(p)IpeR} is closure preserving, where we denote

by BS the boundary of S. Hence dim {BS(p)IpeA}n--1 follows

from dim BS+/-(p)n--1, peA by virtue of a theorem due to K.
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Nagami 4], and accordingly we get dim B{S(p)]peA}n--1.
Let F and G be given disjoint closed sets; then there exist, by the

above notice, two sequences U1 U. U.. F and W1 W. W
...G of open sets U and W such that

F= U, G-W, dim (U-- U)n-1, dim (W- W)n--1,
i=1 i=1

i=1,2,...
It is clear that U=(U-W) is an open set satisfying FUR--G,

U--U{(U--U)(W-- W)} that implies dim (U-- U)n--1 in view

of the sum theorem and accordingly dim Rn can be concluded.
Necessity: Let {R}-- >**> ** >... be a sequence of

locally finite open coverings , i-- 1, 2,.. such that {S (p, ) i-- 1, 2,..
is a nbd basis of each point p and such that dim B(V)n--1 for every

V e (in this paper we owe notations about covering to 5). The

existence of such a sequence is assured by the n-dimensionality of R.
Now we define coverings and ( for i-1, 2,... k-il-i+2,.., by -, 1 --[R--S(R--U, )Ue}; then r’r’

obviously implies r<,. It is easy to see that (x,y)--inf {r[xeS(y,r)}
satisfies the following three conditions,

1) (x, y)0; (x, y)- 0 if and only if x- y,
2)
3) (x, y)<s and (y, z)<s for a positive number z imply (x, z)

<2s.
To check the third condition, we assume, for instance, (x,y)(y, z)O.

1 l --1) fr sme iSince the value of (y, z) must be either or 1--
and k, let (y, z)- 1-- <e; then there exist U, Ue such that

x, yeR--S(R- U,) and y, zeR-S(R-- U, ). Since yeUU,
there must be Uelt(>) with UUU. Hence x,zR--S- ,-( 1)(R-- U,) ( , which implies (x, z)< 1-- <2e. If the

value of (y, z) would have a form of , the proof would be much

easier. At any rate, the point is in the fact that <r. Thus
we get, by A. H. Frink’s lemma 6, a metric function p(p, q) of R
that is defined by

p(p, q) inf {(p, x)+(x, x) +... +(x, q) x e R,
j=l,. ., m; m--l, 2,...}

and satisfies -(p, q)p(p, q)(p, q).
4

Now, the problem is to show that p is the desired metric. The
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principal point of the proof is to show S(p, )-S(p) for every pR.

A) First, it is clear that q e S(p, lI1) implies p(p,q)<21--/, for

p, q s U e lt_l implies 19, q R--S(R-- U, 111) for a suffieiently large k,
2/,

which means P(P, q)<(1--1)2
B) Next, we shall show that q S(p, z) implies p(p, q) >.

To show this, it suffices, in view of the definition of p, to show that if

U, U, then

1) In ease of, --1,..., m, we define new coverings

U’m and U(I_) by

W--, h = --i+1, + +, ,-, 0-’ 4 ’ ,=h 1,h+ ...,
u, =u,, ’ (_m=[R-s(-g, U)lgUq l, -i+, i+,...

W --W, ( ?=Wh , k--i+1, i+2,. .,
W --lt’ 1I’ h t-- h ’ k--i+l i+2,...

1V--W* W =Wh , k--i+1 i+2,...

--{R}, lt,_)--[R}, k--i+l, i+2,....

Then it is easy to see that <, if ,rv’ and that *< if
2

Hence ’(x, y)--inf {r]zeS(y, 1t)} satisfies the previous conditions 1), 2),
3) in the same way as shown there. Therefore p’(p, q)--inf {’(p,
+... +’(x, q)]xeR, j=l,. ., m; m--l, 2,...} is another metric func-

1 1
tion of R satisfying p’’. Now, since Ue and r 2+
j=l,..., m, we may regard U as a member of that is equal to

by the definition. Hence we ge ’(, q)o’(, q) . On the

other hand we get
S(p, 1V:a ) S(p, W ***) S(p, UA)

2t+1 2t+1

from the definition of W and the fact that W**=**-,5*<
2g+l 2i+l 2t+l

2 >. 2 1=lt. This implies ’(p,q)>2 +i-,, and hence r;= 4 2 + 2
1 wheneverIncidentally, let us note that we may conclude = >.2,+
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qS(p, ); this remark will be used later.

r 1 may 1 >r -21;2) In case of >- for some
2 1,

because is clear if >. Hence we can assume

1-- for some i+1. Let R--S(R--U,2)=Ue; then since

qS@,2), either or q is not contained in U. Leg us, for example,

assume q U, and let eU.,; then since q, S(, 2), we get

,+,+...+>, by the remark at the end of the roof 1).

(- ) + >-. Thus we1
+2 :2

Therefore = r>r+r++... +r> 1

can conclude the validity of B) as well as that of A), which implies
S(p)-S(p, ) because of =, and accordingly we get

Since dim B(V)n--1 for every V e, we have dim BS(p)n--1
in view of the sum theorem.

Now the only problem is to show that {S(p)[peR} is closure

preserving. To show it, we deal with a given point q with q {S(p)

peA} for a subset A of R. Let {VIVe$, VA#}- and let U(q)
be a nbd of q intersecting only finitely many sets V,
If q e V, then qe{S(p)[peA} contradicting the assumption; hence

it must be q V, j-l,..., m. Therefore W(q)--(R-- V) U(q) is a
j=l

nbd of q satisfying W(q)S(p, )-W(q)Sz(p)- for every peA,

which implies the closure preservation of {S(p)[pe R}. Thus the proof

of this theorem is complete.
Corollary 1. A metric space R has dimensionn if and only if

it admits a topology-preserving metric such that the spherical nbds
S(p), i-l, 2,... of any point p have boundaries of dimensionn--1
and such that {S(p)IpeR} is closure preserving for every i.

Proof. Letting d(x, x)-O, d(x, y)- 1 (x # y) for the
log p(x, y)

metric p(x, y) in the theorem, we get a metric d(x, y) satisfying the
condition in this corollary.

Corollary 2. A metric space R has dimensionn if and only if
it admits a topology-preserving metric such that dimB[ {(p)Ip e A}J

n--1 (or dimB[{S(p)[peA}n--1), i-1,2,.., for every subset

AofR.
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